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A booming number of computer vision, speech recognition, and signal processing
applications, are increasingly benefiting from the use of deep convolutional neural
networks (DCNN) stemming from the seminal work of Y. LeCun et al. [1] and
others that led to winning the 2012 ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge with AlexNet [2], a DCNN significantly outperforming classical
approaches for the first time. In order to deploy these technologies in mobile and
wearable devices, hardware acceleration plays a critical role for real-time operation
with very limited power consumption and with embedded memory overcoming
the limitations of fully programmable solutions. 

We present a state-of-the-art performance and energy efficient HW-accelerated
DCNN processor with the following features: (1) An energy-efficient set of DCNN
HW convolutional accelerators supporting kernel compression, (2) an on-chip
reconfigurable data-transfer fabric to improve data reuse and reduce on-chip and
off-chip memory traffic, (3) a power-efficient array of DSPs to support complete
real-world computer vision applications, (4) an ARM-based host subsystem with
peripherals, (5) a range of high-speed IO interfaces for imaging and other types
of sensors, (6) a chip-to-chip multilink to pair multiple devices together.

The test chip is a complete system demonstrator (Fig. 14.1.2) integrating an ARM
Cortex microcontroller with 128KB of memory, various peripherals, eight DSP
clusters (2 DPSs, 4-way 16KB instruction caches, 64KB local RAMs and a 64KB
shared RAM), a reconfigurable dataflow accelerator fabric connecting high-speed
camera interfaces with sensor processing pipelines, croppers, color converters,
feature detectors, video encoders, an 8-channel digital microphone interface,
streaming DMAs and 8 convolutional accelerators. The chip includes 4 1MB
SRAM banks, a dedicated bus port and fine-grained power gating, to sustain the
maximum throughput for convolutional stages fitting DCNN topologies, such as
AlexNet without pruning, or larger ones if fewer bits are used for activations and/or
weights without the need to access external memory to save power. It is possible
to connect multiple chips together via four chip-to-chip high-speed serial links
(similar to [5]) of up to 8Gb/s to support larger networks without sacrificing
throughput and/or using the chip as a co-processor. 

State-of-the-art DCNNs require deep topologies with many layers, millions of
parameters, and varying kernel sizes (Fig. 14.1.1), resulting in escalating
bandwidth, power and area costs, presenting challenging constraints for
embedded devices and applications. Efficiency can be improved with a hierarchical
memory system and efficient reuse of local data. DCNN convolutional layers
account for more than 90% of the total operations and accelerating these calls
for the efficient balancing of the computational vs. memory resources to achieve
maximum throughput without hitting associated ceilings. In our SoC, a design-
time configurable accelerator framework (CAF) (Fig. 14.1.3) is used, based on
unidirectional links transporting data streams via a configurable fully connected
switch to/from different kinds of sources/sinks, namely, DMA units, IO interfaces
(e.g. cameras), and various types of accelerators, including the Convolution
Accelerator (CA) (Fig. 14.1.4). This fabric permits the definition of an arbitrary
number of concurrent, virtual processing chains at runtime. A full-featured
backpressure mechanism handles the dataflow, control and stream multicasting,
enabling the reuse of a data stream at multiple block instances. Linked lists control
the fully autonomous processing of an entire convolution layer. Multiple
accelerators grouped or chained together handle various sizes of feature maps
and multiple kernels in parallel. Grouping the CAs to achieve larger computational
entities enables selection of an optimal tradeoff between the available data
bandwidth, power consumption, and the available processing resources. Kernel

sets are partitioned in batches (Fig. 14.1.3) processed sequentially and
intermediate results can be stored in on-chip memory. Various kernel sizes (up
to 12×12), batch sizes (up to 16), and parallel kernels (up to 4) can be handled
by a single CA instance, but any size kernel can be accommodated with the
accumulator input. The CA includes a line buffer to fetch up to 12 feature map
data words in parallel with a single memory access. A register-based kernel buffer
provides 36 read ports, while 36 16b fixed-point multiply-accumulate (MAC) units
perform up to 36 MAC operations per clock cycle. An adder tree accumulates
MAC results for each kernel column (Fig. 14.1.4). The overlapping, column-based
calculation of the MAC operations allows an optimal reuse of the feature map data
for multiple MACs, thereby reducing the power consumption associated with
redundant memory accesses. The configurable batch size and variable number
of parallel kernels enable optimal tradeoffs for the available input and output
bandwidth, sharing across different units, and the available computing logic
resources. At present, a CA’s configuration per DCNN layer is defined manually,
while in future, this will be automatically generated off-line with the aid of a holistic
tool starting from a DCNN description format, such as Caffe or TensorFlow. The
CA supports on-the-fly kernel decompression and rounding when the kernel is
quantized nonlinearly with 8 or fewer bits per weight, with top-1 error rate
increasing up to 0.3% for 8 bits.  

Each 32b DSP provides specific instructions (Min, Max, Sqrt, Mac, Butterfly,
Average), a 2-4 SIMD ALU and a dual MAC (m = a×b + c×d) with 16b operands
and 40b for the accumulator to accelerate other operations, including those
typically found in CNNs [2]. The dual-MAC operation loop loading operands from
memory executes in a single cycle, while an independent 2D DMA channel allows
the overlap of data transfers. The DSPs are tasked with max or average pooling,
nonlinear activation, cross-channel response normalization and classification,
representing a small fraction of the total DCNN computation but more amenable
to future algorithmic evolutions. The DSPs can operate in parallel with CAs and
data transfers, synchronizing by way of interrupts and mailboxes for concurrent
execution. DSPs are activated incrementally as required by throughput targets,
leaving ample margins to support additional tasks associated with complex
applications, such as object localization and classification, multisensory (e.g.
audio and video) DCNN-based data fusion and recognition, scene classification,
etc.

The prototype chip is manufactured with STMicroelectronics 28nm FD-SOI
technology, incorporating a mono-supply SRAM-based single-well bitcell with
low-power features and adaptive circuitry to support a wide voltage range from
1.1-0.575V. Globally asynchronous and locally synchronous clocking reduces the
clock network dynamic power and skew sensitivity due to on-chip variation at
lower voltages and eases dynamic frequency scaling. Fine-grained power gating
and multiple sleep modes for memories decrease the overall dynamic and leakage
power consumption. The die size is 6.2×5.5mm2; each CA is 0.27mm2 including
memory; and, the chip reaches 1.175GHz at 1.1V with a theoretical peak CA
performance of 676GOPS (Fig. 14.1.7).  It is operational at 200MHz with a 0.575V
supply at 25°C and achieves an average power consumption of 41mW on AlexNet
with 8 chained CAs, representing a peak efficiency of 2.9TOPS/W. Fig. 14.1.5
shows improvements over recent NN processors [3-6] of 2.06×, 3.14×, 8.37× and
9.7×. Fig. 14.1.6 illustrates AlexNet per-layer and total throughput and utilization
efficiency proving the device effective for advanced real-world power-constrained
embedded applications, such as intelligent IoT devices and sensors.
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Figure 14.1.1: DCNN complexity increase over time; AlexNet topology. Figure 14.1.2: SoC top-level block diagram.

Figure 14.1.3: Accelerator subsystem top level; configuration of virtual
processing chains; accelerator chaining.

Figure 14.1.5: Comparisons with prior work.
Figure 14.1.6: AlexNet performance at 0.575V, 200MHz with 8 CAs for 16 and
8b MAC operands.

Figure 14.1.4: Convolutional Accelerator (CA) architecture block diagram.
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Figure 14.1.7: Chip micrograph and specifications.


